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Abstract The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA) undertakes international large-scale assessments (ILSAs) to
provide reliable measures of student achievement in the context of learning. These
ILSAs can be used to assess the quality and equity of education systems and enable
countries to make informed decisions for improving education. Surveying all indi-
viduals belonging to the target population (e.g., students, classes, or teachers) would
be a costly enterprise. The ILSA design instead focuses on measuring high-quality
representative samples, ensuring the results are close to the true values in the popu-
lations and can be usefully compared across cultures and countries. Sampling is thus
a key element in establishing the validity and reliability of the results obtained from
cross-national large-scale assessments. This chapter reviews IEA’s sampling strate-
gies, from defining the target populations, to compiling sampling frames, applying
complex sampling methods, and accounting for the methodology when analyzing
data. These concepts are explained for a non-technical audience in an illustrative
way. Common methodologies used when selecting random samples for IEA studies
include stratification, multiple-stage and cluster sampling, and unequal selection
probabilities. The samples yielded by implementing any one of thesemethods call for
specific methods of data analysis that take account of the sampling design. Sampling
weights have to be applied to arrive at accurate conclusions on population features
when using sample data; specific methods are needed to compute standard errors
and confidence intervals correctly. This comprehensive guide to IEA’s methodology
illustrates the vital importance of sampling in providing high-quality, reliable data
that are generalizable to the targeted populations in an unbiased manner.
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7.1 Introduction

The studies of IEA, like any other international large-scale assessments (ILSAs)
of education, aim to provide a precise (and valid) picture of the state of education
systems at a defined point in time for a particular target group and domain (e.g.,
mathematics achievement of grade 4 students). In doing so, IEA needs to satisfy the
twin imperatives of international comparability (fair, valid, and reliable) and national
relevance.

Assessing all individuals belonging to the target population would generally
be too costly, which is why ILSAs are applied to selected representative samples
instead. Based on these samples, researchers approximate the population features
of interest. A sample helps in reducing the workload, respondent burden, and costs
while providing estimates that are close enough to values from a complete census to
meet the intended purposes. This means that the sample must be selected in a way
that ensures that it will represent the targeted population in a precise and undistorted
manner. The expressions “design-unbiasedness” and “sampling precision” are often
used to summarize those characteristics of a statistical sampling design (Dumais
and Gough 2012a). Therefore, sampling is key to ensuring the validity and relia-
bility of ILSAs. Sampling strategies developed for IEA studies ensure that: (1) cost
and quality requirements are balanced; (2) population estimates are close to what a
complete census would have given and precise enough for the intended purposes; (3)
they can be applied in a variety of educational systems; and (4) they allow for valid
cross-national comparison of the results.

All samples selected for IEA studies are random samples. Common features
applied are stratification, multiple-stage sampling, cluster sampling, and sampling
with unequal selection probabilities. Samples yielded by implementing any one of
these methods are called “complex samples.” In most ILSAs, these methods are
part of the international sampling design, applied in most, but not all countries, and
more than one method can be used. Typically, the international sampling design is
optimized with respect to the specific circumstances of a particular country, while
complying with the international objectives of design-unbiasedness and sampling
precision. Importantly, samples are selected in a way that replicates the structure of
the educational system, allowing data to be linked across schools, classes, students,
and teachers.

Like any other survey based on random sampling, IEA studies estimate two
parameters for each characteristic of interest: its point value (e.g., the years teachers
spent on average in the profession, the proportion of students who have access to a
school library, the average science score of grade 8 students, the difference in achieve-
ment between boys and girls, regression and correlation coefficients) and its precision
(e.g., a margin of error for the estimated science score of grade 8 students). Both
measures are affected by the complex sampling design, and addressed by specific
weighting and variance estimation procedures. After reviewing how target popula-
tions are defined in IEA studies, this chapter illustrates the IEA’s sampling strate-
gies and weighting procedures, and introduces approaches for estimating population
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characteristics and their standard errors. The chapter focuses on how these strategies
are related to the reliability and validity of the survey results, and also covers related
quality control measures.

7.2 Defining Target Populations

When looking at the study results, readers will intuitively assume they describe
features of the whole target population. For example, readers of the Progress in
International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS; see IEA 2020) reports will suppose a
particular average pertains to all grade 4 students in a given country. Furthermore, to
compare features across different nations or educational systems, equivalent items
have to be compared. IEA studies make great efforts to ensure valid comparisons are
possible.

At first glance, it may seem a simple task to define the target population of a study.
Looking at some exemplary IEA target population definitions, however, it becomes
obvious that the details are significant. For instance, the population definitions of
students often rely on the internationally accepted International Standard Classifica-
tion of Education (ISCED) scheme to describe levels of schooling across countries
(UIS [UNESCO Institute for Statistics] 2012) and determine the correct target grade
in each country. For example, IEA’s PIRLS assesses:

All students enrolled in the grade that represents four years of schooling counting from the
first year of ISCED Level 1, providing the mean age at the time of testing is at least 9.5 years.
(Martin et al. 2017, p. 3.3)

Reference to the ISCED scheme overcomes the challenge of differently
structured educational systems, with different names for grades and different school
entry rules (for example, to distinguish pre-primary from primary classes). PIRLS
specifies a minimum average age for the cohort of interest, acknowledging that
school entry occurs at different ages in different countries and the assessment may
pose excessive cognitive demands on very young children. Some educational systems
(for example, Northern Ireland and England) have a very early school entry age and
therefore test students at grade 5 instead of grade 4 so that their national defini-
tion of the target population deviates from the international definition. Compromises
are unavoidable when accommodating cross-national comparisons, but also pose a
threat to the validity of such comparisons. Not all targeted children have received
the same number of years of education, and/or the average age of children within the
target population may differ by country, which may affect the maturity of test takers.
Nonetheless, the national cohort that is closest to the internationally defined target
population represents the optimum choice for cross-country comparisons.

Defining other than student populations is often even more difficult. For example,
determining a cross-nationally comparable population of teachers poses significant
challenges. This entails detailed wording and operationalized definitions to enable
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national teams to identify the individuals targeted by the survey correctly. The
International Civic and Citizenship Education Study (ICCS; see IEA 2020) and
the International Computer and Information Literacy Study (ICILS; see IEA 2020)
both target teachers of grade 8 students. Each study defines precisely which target
teachers are to be studied and provides detailed criteria for establishing whether
the target groups are teaching grade 8 students (Meinck 2015b; Weber 2018). The
definitions are substantiated by practical examples. IEA’s sampling experts are avail-
able throughout recruitment periods to help national teams interpret the definitions
correctly and advise on particular situations.

Another challenge regarding comparability is that not all eligible individuals1 can
be covered by the studies in all countries. Reasons to remove parts of the internation-
ally defined target population usually relate to undue collection costs and/or a lack of
fit between the assessment and the abilities of the test takers. Relatively high collec-
tion costs occur, for example, for remote or small schools, which is why countries are
usually allowed to exclude such schools from the assessment. If clearly distinguish-
able parts of target populations are removed, such as, for example, minority language
groups, this is usually referred to as “reduced coverage.” In addition, students with
disabilities or those lacking the requisite language skills can be released from the
test. As a general guideline, students with physical disabilities, such that they cannot
perform in the study test situation,2 or students with intellectual disabilities, unable
to follow even the general instructions of the test, can be excluded (Martin et al. 2016,
2017; Meinck 2015b; Weber 2018). It is advisable that students who are non-native
language speakers (i.e., students who are unable to read or speak the language(s) of
the test andwould be unable to overcome the language barrier in the test situation) are
also excluded. Typically, this affects students who have received less than one year
of instruction in the language(s) of the test. In all IEA studies, the reasons and scope
of exclusions and under-coverage are meticulously examined and documented. To
minimize the potential risk of bias, exclusions from the core target population (mostly
students) must not exceed five percent of the target population. Countries surpassing
this threshold are annotated in every single table in the international report, clearly
signaling potential doubts on the comparability of their results to the readers. If the
national target population definitions are altered between cycles, trends over time
are not reported, or are reported based on homogeneous population parts. An issue
of concern is the increasing number of students being excluded because of disabili-
ties in recent study cycles in a number of countries, as can be seen from comparing
respective technical documentation over time. For example, the average total exclu-
sion rate in PIRLS increased from 3.8% in 2001 to 5.8% in 2016, including all
countries in the analysis who participated in both cycles (Martin et al. 2003, 2017).
This may be related to reforms initiated after the United Nations (2019) enacted the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which entered into force in

1Eligible individuals are all those belonging to the internationally defined target population.
2Students that cannot be accommodated by the test situation or where accommodation cannot be
provided as part of normal practice can be excluded.
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2008, instigating new procedures on diagnosing and treating students with disabili-
ties. IEA continually reviews this and related developments to ensure comparability
is not jeopardized.

Given such challenges, readers of IEA study results are strongly advised to consult
the encyclopedias and technical documentation that describe the school systems of
eachparticipating country, the chosen target grades and average ages, and information
on excluded or not covered parts of the populations. This contextual information
needs to be carefully considered when interpreting the results.

To ensure countries identify the suitable target populations in their country, and
specify their exclusions correctly, national research coordinators (NRCs), who are
responsible for the implementation of a study in a particular country, complete a set
of forms. Among other tasks, NRCs identify the target grade, the country’s name for
the grade, the average age of students in that grade at the time of data collection, and
the type and scope of exclusions or reduced coverage. This information is validated
by the IEA sampling experts, using information from earlier cycles or other studies,
or/and education statistics from reliable online sources, such as the World Bank
(World Bank 2020), UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS 2020), the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD 2020), Eurydice (European
Commission 2020), and national statistical agencies.

7.3 Preparing Valid Sampling Frames for Each Sampling
Stage

A sampling frame is a list of units from which the sample is selected. Samples can
only be representative of the units enlisted on the frame. Therefore, sampling frames
in IEA studies must be comprehensive lists of all eligible units belonging to the
target population. As described in Sect. 7.4.1, many IEA studies involve multiple
sampling stages, which implies that valid sampling frames have to be compiled for
each selection stage. It is critical that all NRCs are able to identify the correct units
and list them on the sampling frame. Therefore, detailed definitions are not only
needed for the target populations but also for every step of the selection process.

Most often, the first selection step entails a school sample, inwhich case all schools
offering education to the targeted students must be listed on the sampling frame. This
list must include a national identification number, allowing staff at the national center
to identify the sampled schools correctly. If sampling with probabilities proportional
to size (PPS; see Sect. 7.4.3) is to be employed, a measure of school size, such as
the number of students or classes, has to be included. Further, variables grouping
homogeneous schools together (a process called stratification; see Sect. 7.4.2) need
to be added if this design feature is deemed useful for increasing sampling precision
or addressing research questions of particular policy relevance. Variables such as
addresses and contact information are not needed for sampling, but could be helpful
for validating the frame or simplifying the correct identification of schools later
on in the process. A school sampling frame is rarely fully up-to-date, as school
statistics are usually available only with some delay. However, significant efforts
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must be made to make them as accurate as possible. Missing out schools on the
frame will lead to an undercoverage bias in the population (i.e., the sample is not
representative of, for example, newly opened schools). Carrying ineligible schools
in the frame, however (e.g., those that recently closed or no longer teach students in
the target grade), can lead to decreasing sample sizes, as they have to be dropped
from the sample without replacement when being sampled. Sampling experts check
all school sampling frames rigorously for consistency and plausibility. Checking
routines include the search for duplicates, and comparison of frame information
with information on sampling forms, estimated population sizes from earlier cycles
or other studies, and officially available data, such as enrollment figures and birth
statistics from reliable online sources (as mentioned in Sect. 7.2).

Deciding upon the unit to be listed on the school frame can be sometimes more
difficult than expected. Options can be to list physical buildings, administrative units,
or even tracks within units. In some countries, schools as administrative units are not
tied to a building, but rather comprise a set of buildings or even locations (sometimes
called main and satellite schools). In such a case, it is methodologically sound to
list school buildings separately or as complete administrative units. Importantly, all
persons involved in the study need to be informed about this decision, as this affects
not only the compilation of valid sampling frames for the second sampling stage
but also the validity of questionnaire responses. The school coordinator must list the
respective target grade classes to prepare for proper class sampling, whether this is
just one school building or the complete administrative set. In addition, the principal
of a sampled school who is asked to provide information about the school needs
to answer the school questionnaire with respect to the sampled unit. Incomplete
or imprecise information can lead to noisy data or even severe bias. For example,
if school coordinators incorrectly listed only classes based in the school’s main
building, even though the whole administrative unit was sampled, then classes from
satellite buildings (often located in rural areas) would be omitted. The latter would
then have a zero chance of being selected and thus would not be represented by any
sample selected from the frame. Alternatively, if the satellite of a school, located on a
remote island, is sampled and the principal of this school (i.e., the person completing
the school questionnaire) has their office at the main school building, their response
may instead reflect the whole administrative unit if they are not informed about the
location of the sampled unit. This may lead to potentially inaccurate or misleading
answers regarding many of the sampled school’s features, such as socioeconomic
intake, resources, or location. A last pertinent example relates to schools organized
in shifts, a situation that is often present in developing countries. In such schools, a
school building is used for two, or even three different shifts (morning, afternoon and
evening shifts), eachwith completely distinct student and (often) teacher populations.
Again, a decision needs to be made on whether shifts or actual school buildings
are listed on the sampling frame, and all people involved in the study (i.e., school
coordinators, principals, and test administrators) must be accordingly informed to
avoid biased results and thereby threats to the validity of the collected data.

Similar constraints can occur when compiling sampling frames for subsequent
selection stages. When sampling classes, a key requirement is that every eligible
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student in a school must belong to exactly one, and only one class. In other words,
classes must contain mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups of students. If this
requirement is violated, students may have zero or multiple selection chances, which
would lead to biased results. Further, it is key that all eligible classes (i.e., those
containing eligible students) must be listed. Classes exclusively dedicated to students
that should be excluded from the testmust bemarked as such, andwill not be sampled.
Finally, a complete list of students is needed for each sampled class. With this list,
a sample of students within the class can be selected as a last sampling step, or all
students in the class invited to participate in the survey.

Listing and sampling classes and students in IEA studies is performed by national
staff, using a dedicated software made available by IEA to support participating
countries, IEA’s Windows Within School Sampling Software (WinW3S). Sampling
experts provide comprehensive documentation on listing procedures and train
national staff on correct implementation of class and student listing and sampling.
IEA’s sampling experts are available for help whenever questions arise, a measure
that has proved to be highly effective at ensuring the high quality of class and student
sampling frames and procedures.

It should be noted that IEA ensures full confidentiality of the information received
with the sampling frames. School sampling frames are kept fully confidential; sensi-
tive information about classes, students, and teachers, such as names or addresses,
are automatically removed from the WinW3S database when it is submitted by the
national center to IEA. Schools, classes, and individuals cannot be identified in the
publicly available databases after the survey.

7.4 Sampling Strategies and Sampling Precision

IEA studies rely on sampling strategies recognized as state-of-the art by the scientific
community, which are now implemented in most contemporary ILSAs (Rutkowski
et al. 2014). The chosen sampling strategies are well described in the technical
documentation accompanying all ILSAs and comprehensive introductions to the
topic are readily available (for example, Dumais and Gough 2012a; Lohr 1999; Rust
2014; Statistics Canada 2003). Hence, rather than reviewing the sampling approaches
used in IEA studies, this chapter focuses on certain aspects directly related to the
reliability and validity of the results.

IEA studies implement mostly so-called complex samples, that is, samples that
employ at least one of the following features: multiple stage sampling, cluster
sampling, stratification, and sampling with unequal selection probabilities. All of
these features have a direct or indirect effect on sampling precision (i.e., how close
the estimated values are to the true values in the population) or, in other words, how
reliable and valid the statements are, based on survey data. The concept of “sampling
precision” was neatly illustrated byMeinck (2015b), using the famous photograph of
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(a)
Population (340,000 pixels)

(b)
Sample size = 10,000 pixels Sample size = 50,000 pixels 

(c)

Fig. 7.1 Illustration of sampling precision: simple random sampling. Source Meinck (2015b)
Copyright © 2015 International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)

Einstein taken by Arthur Sasse in 1951. Selecting pixels from a picture and reassem-
bling the picture based only on the sampled pixels shows that the picture gets more
precise as the sample size (here the number of pixels) increases (Fig. 7.1).

In educational studies, with students or schools as sampling units, it is not as easy
to visualize the effect of sampling precision. Furthermore, most ILSA do not employ
simple random sampling (SRS) methods. IEA studies have established precision
requirements that allow highly precise estimates for large populations and large
population subsets. ICCS and ICILS employ sampling strategies yielding samples
equivalent to a simple random sample of 400 sampling units, a precision level deemed
sufficient inmost ILSAs. Sampleswith this precision yield percentage point estimates
with a confidence interval of ± 5 percentage points (Meinck 2015b; Weber 2018).
The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS; see IEA 2020)
and PIRLS sample size requirements are equivalent to a simple random sample of
800 sampling units to permit precise trend measurement (Martin et al. 2016, 2017).
However, why and how do sampling strategies affect sampling precision?

7.4.1 Multiple Stage Sampling and Cluster Sampling

In most IEA studies, samples are selected in multiple stages. Schools are usually
selected first; they comprise the so-called “primary sampling units” (PSUs). In a
second step, one ormultiple classes of the target grade are sampled in TIMSS, PIRLS,
and ICCS, while students from across all classrooms of the target grade are selected
in ICILS. The approach of selectingmultiple units within a previously selected group
is called cluster sampling. The method has several advantages: collection costs are
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low and the method enables researchers to connect different target populations (e.g.,
students with their peers, teachers, and schools), and thereby examine the contexts
of learning, yielding additional analytical power and possibilities. Comprehensive
lists of students are not available in many countries, while lists of schools exist;
hence, the process of compiling sampling frames is simplified. However, a significant
downside to this approach is that sampling precision is reduced. The effect occurs if
elements within a cluster are more similar than elements from different clusters. For
example, students attending the same school share the same learning environment,
or, similarly, students within a class are instructed by the same teacher, and these
students will therefore be more likely to exhibit similar learning outcomes. Studies
combining school and class sampling thus suffer from a double cluster effect. A
simple comparison of SRS with cluster sampling can be made by using the different
sampling methods to select same number of pixels from a picture. This illustrates
neatly that the sample derived by SRS provides a far better representation of the
original picture (Fig. 7.1a), even though the same number of pixels is displayed
(Fig. 7.2).

The cluster effect can differ for any variable of interest, and vary among coun-
tries and over time. Its statistical measure is the intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC; Kish 1965). As a very prominent example, the socioeconomic composition of
students in schools has a relatively large effect on the ICC of achievement in many
countries. This is, variance between schools in student achievement is strongly asso-
ciated with the “average” socioeconomic status of the students within schools (e.g.,
Sirin 2005).

The effect of ICC in ILSA is often so large that the required sample sizes actually
need to be approximately ten times greater than required for SRS to achieve the same

(a) Simple random sampling (b) Cluster sampling

Fig. 7.2 Sampling precision with equal sample sizes of 50,000 pixels. The results of a simple
random sampling, and b cluster sampling SourceMeinck (2015b) Copyright © 2015 International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
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level of sampling precision. This is why IEA studies that aim for a sample equivalent
to an SRS of 400 (ICCS and ICILS) or 800 (TIMSS and PIRLS) units, in fact require
about 3000 to 4000 units. While a minimum sample size is specified, countries are
able to adjust this upwards to meet the requirements for generating estimates for
subpopulations that may be of particular policy interest.

7.4.2 Stratification

Stratification is another feature regularly used in ILSA, including IEA studies. Unlike
cluster sampling, stratification can increase sampling precision (Cochran 1977). This
effect occurs if units within a stratum have similar survey outcome variables. For
example, suppose students’ abilities in operating electronic devices are the variable
of interest in a survey. If students in rural areas lack access to such devices while
students in urban schools use them in lessons on a regular basis, students in rural
areas are likely to have systematically lower abilities to operate them compared to
students in urban areas. In such a case, stratification by urbanization can increase
sampling precision, given a constant sample size. This is because it is enough to
select a few students from a larger pool of students that are all alike, making sure that
a few are selected from every distinct group of students. Applying this rationale to
the Einstein picture (Fig. 7.1a), six strata can be distinguished: the dark background,
the mouth, both eyes, the nose, and the hair. Selecting some pixels from each of
those parts has a high probability of providing a rather precise representation of the
original picture.

Stratification can be employed at any sampling stage. If schools separate their
students into high and low ability classes, it would be reasonable to stratify classes
by ability before selecting a class sample. Equally, when selecting teachers within
schools, it may be useful to stratify by subject, gender, or age group, depending on the
variables of interest and expected group differences. IEA studies employ stratification
at all stages whenever reasonable, and distinguish between different approaches of
stratification (please refer to, e.g., Martin et al. 2016 for details on these methods).

Stratification can also be useful if countries are interested in comparing specific
subgroups. In such cases, disproportional sample allocations to strata are possible,
for example increasing the sample size for small subgroups within the popula-
tion, thereby increasing the precision (and reliability) of results for small subgroups
(Dumais and Gough 2012a). Computing sampling weights (see Sect. 5) will ensure
that unbiased features of the subgroups are estimated, but allows for unbiased
estimation of the whole population at the same time.

Stratification and cluster sampling may seem similar to a layperson, as both
methods imply assembling units of the target population into homogeneous groups.
However, they have opposing effects on sampling precision. The essential difference
between these methods is that cluster sampling selects only some clusters from a
large pool of clusters, while stratification selects some units within each of the strata
(Fig. 7.3).
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(a) Cluster sampling: Selecting some 
     groups but all or nearly all units
    within groups  

(b) Stratification: Selecting few units 
     from each cluster

Fig. 7.3 A schematic illustration of the distinction between a cluster sampling and b stratification.
Note Large bubbles represent homogeneous groups; shaded bubbles are sampled. Small white
bubbles within selected clusters illustrate the fact that clusters are not necessarily sampled in full.
Sampling precision will be higher with stratification, even though the number of sampled units is
the same in both scenarios

7.4.3 Sampling with Probabilities Proportional to Size

Sampling with probabilities proportional to size (PPS), is also commonly used when
selecting samples for IEA studies. This method is again described in detail in many
textbooks (e.g., Lohr 1999). With PPS, selection probabilities depend on a “measure
of size” of the sampling unit; large schools (e.g., those with many students) have
high selection probabilities, and, vice versa, classes or students within large schools
have low selection probabilities balancing out the two selection stages. Applying PPS
aims for similar estimation weights in the core target population (a so-called “self-
weighting design”), a measure that can increase sampling precision for this popu-
lation but will likely decrease sampling precision for secondary target populations,
such as schools, as their estimationweights aremore variable (Solon et al. 2015). The
effect occurs only if the chosen measure of size is related to the outcome variable.
Moreover, PPS is a simple way to ensure selecting an approximately equal number of
students in each sampled schoolwhile getting roughly similar final samplingweights.
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7.4.4 Estimating Sampling Precision

Sampling precision is documented by reporting estimates of standard error3 or
confidence intervals along with any presented population feature. To account for
the complex sampling design, standard errors must be estimated by respective statis-
ticalmethods. Inmost IEA studies, jackknife repeated replication (JRR;Wolter 2007)
is used to achieve unbiased estimates of sampling error, a method not available in
statistical standard packages, such as for example, the base module of SAS (SAS
Institute Inc. 2013) or SPSS (IBM Corporation 2016). Standard statistical packages
use a default method applicable only to simple random samples and thus underesti-
mate standard errors in complex sampling designs. To address this problem, IEA data
sets are prepared for proper estimation of standard errors, and IEA offers with its IDB
Analyzer a tool that applies the correct method automatically (see Chap. 13 for more
information). Applying this method is of utmost importance regarding the reliability
and validity of the study results: failure will likely lead to considerably underes-
timated standard errors, implying overly high precision levels in the results (i.e.,
confidence intervals that are too small), and can lead to falsely detecting significant
group differences.

7.5 Weighting and Nonresponse Adjustment

Samplingweights are a reflection of the sampling design; they enable those analyzing
the data to draw valid conclusions about population features from sample data. There
are two reasons why it is necessary to compute weights and use them for data anal-
ysis, namely varying selection probabilities and nonresponse. Readers should refer
to the technical documentation of IEA studies for detailed information on the exact
computation algorithms for sampling weights and nonresponse adjustments and how
to apply them for analysis; general introductions on weighting in ILSA can be found
for example in Dumais and Gough (2012b), or Meinck (2015a). Rather than reiter-
ating these procedures, this section focuses on the effects of weights for unbiased
estimation in IEA studies, or, in other words, how weights help to retrieve valid and
reliable statements about population features.

IEA studies account for the selection probabilities, varying due to multiple selec-
tion stages and the application of PPS, by computing design weights. In thinking
about the meaning of the design weight values, the value of the design weight of a
sampled unit refers to the number of other frame units represented by the sampled
unit; a methodologically more accurate interpretation of the weight value is that the
design weights must compensate for the fact that some units are part of a greater

3For
estimates of achievement, standard errors are composites of measurement and sampling error in
IEA studies. The standard error is equivalent to the sampling error for all other variables (see, e.g.,
Martin et al. 2017).
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number of samples than others (Meinck 2015a). For example, if school A has twice
the chances of being sampled (due to stratification, oversampling, and PPS effects)
compared to school B, the latter school weight must be doubled to compensate for
school A being selected twice as often as school B over all possible samples of
schools with a given design. By doing so, over all possible samples, the weighted
contribution of schools A and B will be identical to a census of all schools.

There is generally no doubt in the research community that weights are needed
to achieve unbiased estimates of population features. The following simple example
illustrates this effect (Table 7.1). Suppose that a researcher wishes to compare the
percentages of female and male teachers teaching in private schools with the respec-
tive percentages in public schools. To achieve estimates with the same precision,
the sample size for both private and public schools has to be identical, even though
private schools compose only 10% of schools in the country.4 Investigators seek
to establish the average percentage of female teachers in each type of school, and
overall. In this example, private schools are nine times more likely to be selected
and, if the researcher does not apply a weighting factor, the percentage of female
teachers in the total population would be drastically overestimated, inflating the
average percentage of female teachers in all sampled schools (70%). However, if the
appropriate design weights are applied, the estimate becomes design-unbiased and
the average percentage of female teachers drops to 62%, a figure that is much closer
to the expected average value for the larger part of the population, namely the public
schools.

Design weights are computed separately for each sampling stage, and multiplied
for sampling units of subsequent stages. If studies aim formultiple target populations,
weights are computed separately for each of them.

The validity and reliability of ILSA studies and any other similar surveys can be
negatively affected by failure to complete the survey; this is known as nonresponse.

Table 7.1 Example illustrating the effect of disproportional sample allocation on design weights
and estimated population features

Factors Private schools Public schools Total

Number of Schools in population 1000 9000 10,000

Schools in sample 100 100 200

Design weight 10 90

Proportion of female
teachers (%)

In population and
sample

80 60

Unweighted sample
(biased, descriptive
statistic)

70

Weighted sample
(unbiased, inference
statistic)

62

4The example assumes SRS of teachers in each stratum.
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Nonresponse bias can be substantial when three conditions hold: (1) the response
rate to the survey is relatively low; (2) there are significant differences between the
characteristics of respondents and nonrespondents; and (3) nonresponse is highly
correlated with survey outcomes. As opposed to item-level nonresponse (i.e., failure
of respondents to answer individual single items), unit-level nonresponse creates
higher risk to the validity of the ILSA because usually very little is known about the
nonresponding units. Therefore, conditions (2) and (3) are difficult to assess. This
applies especially to cross-sectional surveys and hence to ILSA surveys, and is the
reasonwhy sophisticated nonresponsemodels known from, for example, longitudinal
studies, cannot be applied in ILSAs.5 Instead, IEA specifies very strict requirements
for participation rates. The requirements for participation rates in IEA studies can
be obtained from the technical reports; generally they translate into minimums of
85% participation of sampled schools, 95% of sampled classes, and 85% of sampled
students within participating schools/classes. Further, sampling weights are adjusted
for nonresponse within supposedly homogenous adjustment cells (e.g., sampling
strata, classes), assuming a non-informative response model (i.e., that nonresponse
occurs at random) within these cells. For example, if all schools in urban areas
participated in a study but not all schools in rural areas, the weight of the rural schools
has to be increased to compensate for their loss in the sample. Thus, participating rural
schools represent nonresponding rural schools, while urban schools only represent
the urban schools they were sampled from.

Nonresponse can occur at every stage of sampling, hence, nonresponse
adjustments are computed separately for each stage. All nonresponse adjustment and
design weight factors are multiplied to achieve the “final” or “estimation” weight
for every unit in the sample. Again, if studies aim for multiple target populations,
estimation weights are computed separately for each of them and are stored with
the respective data sets. The individual technical reports for each IEA study provide
considerable detail on the procedures used to calculate the weights and nonresponse
adjustments in each instance.

Computing sampling weights is an elaborative process requiring accuracy and
attention to detail. To ensure the quality of the final weights, multiple checks for
consistency and validity are conducted. Using exported WinW3S databases, infor-
mation on classes and school sizes is compared with information on the sampling
frame, and significant deviations are probed and clarified. The estimated sizes of total
populations and the various subpopulations are compared to the sampling frames,
official statistics, and previous survey data. Large deviations may indicate systematic
errors in sampling and listingprocedures, and are consequently carefully investigated.
Variation of theweights is checked, and outliers are identified and handled depending
on the outcome of these investigations.

5Longitudinal studies can base their nonresponse models on responses of the participants from
earlier cycles. It should be noted that nonresponse bias analysis is feasible for countries that can
provide the relevant data.
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7.6 Sampling Adjudication

Afinal important quality control measure implemented in all IEA studies is sampling
adjudication, mostly conducted as a face-to-face meeting at the end of a study cycle
attended by the study directors, the sampling experts, and the sampling referee.
The sampling referee assumes a key role regarding sampling quality, acting as an
objective external expertwho is consultedover thewhole cycle of a studyonparticular
cases and challenging situations regarding samplingmatters. During the adjudication
phase, all debatable issues are brought to the referee’s attention, and are resolved in
consultation with the adjudication committee, usually aiming for a consensus, but,
if in doubt, following the referee’s opinion. Violations of the sampling procedures
for single schools are usually handled by dropping them from the sample; exceeding
limits for exclusion and coverage rates, or moderate shortfalls in participation rate
requirements6 are annotated in all IEA reports; more severe transgressions may lead
to separate reporting of the affected participating educational systems as a way to
emphasize to readers that there are issues with data validity and due care is required
when interpreting this data. In cases of extreme concern, the affected education
system may be entirely excluded from the reported data.

Variables affected by high item-level nonresponse are also annotated in IEA
reports. Users of complementary questionnaire data (e.g., those provided by parents
or principals) are encouraged to pay close attention to completion rates, and to analyze
the frequencies of missing values. When undertaking multivariate analyses, listwise
deletion (i.e., removing all responses of a person from the analysis) may lead to expo-
nential dropouts of cases, potentially resulting in biased analyses. In ILSA studies,
this may often be the case when including information on socioeconomic features
collected from parents in the analysis. Students with low achievement have higher
missing rates for such features, possibly because parents do not want to reveal their
(potentially low) levels of education or occupation, and thus the analysis results may
be not representative for affected students.

7.7 Conclusions

The issues related to sampling are complex. Accounting for the sampling methods
used is critical for understanding and interpreting study outcomes and correct anal-
ysis of the data. Users of IEA data and readers of the international reports should
always refer to the extensive technical documentation that accompanies each study
release and pay particular attention to the table annotations, which provide critical
information designed to ensure valid data interpretation.

6That is, meeting participation rate requirements only after including replacement schools.
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